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Summary
Gardening continues to attract enthusiasts
for a number of good reasons:
Young urban professionals enjoy surrounding
themselves with greenery 		
page 3, 6
The eco-minded plant gardens to improve
their quality of life 			
page 4
Some see gardening as a way to relax

page 5

Others love the active and creative side
of this hobby 				
page 7
And for some, it’s a total passion!		

page 8

Whatever our motivation, the right plants
can be found to meet our needs:
Ways to say “I love you Mom” 		

page 9

Diverse and delicious home-grown
vegetables					page 13
Tough and hardy 				

page 18

Good gardening!

Note: plant varieties may vary from one BOTANIX Garden Centre to another. If you are looking for
a specific variety, feel free to ask your Botanix expert.
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Urban
Nature
Lovers

No Yard? No Problem!
Anne and Matthew love their urban lifestyle,
but on their deck, they want to feel surrounded
by nature. True foodies, they grow their own
flavoursome vegetables and herbs. They
enjoy flowers too, especially edible ones that
combine beauty and usefulness. Another
favourite – tall grasses that serve as hedgescreens and rustle in the wind.

Ideas: To make the most of limited space,
attach flower boxes to the rail and planters to
the wall.
SimplySalad® Alfresco Mix

NEW
Marquee™ Special Effects Coleus
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Jurassic™ Green Streak Rex Begonia

Topsy Tom Cherry Tomato

Ruby Ribbons Panicum

Ecofriendly
Lifestyle

Keeping the Earth
Healthy
Emily is all about sustainability, in her lifestyle
and shopping habits. To avoid wasting water,
she chooses drought-tolerant plants. She
reserves a corner of her garden for native
plants that are known to attract pollinators.
This way, her vegetable garden yields
bountiful harvests and the Earth benefits too:
it’s a win-win situation!

Eco-logic: Some plants can tolerate both

drought and occasional flooding, which makes
them ideal candidates for rain gardens.

Titan™ Dark Red Vinca

NEW
New Day® Tiger Mix Gazania
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Cupido Strawberry

NEW
Taishan® Yellow Improved Marigold

Happy Trails™ Orange Portulaca

Busy
Parents

Easy Does It

Eternally juggling work, children’s activities,
grocery shopping and housework, today’s
parents still want to teach their kids
the gardening basics. For them, highperformance, low-maintenance plants are a
must, as these allow all family members to
participate in gardening activities stress-free,
regardless of age!

Instant Solutions: Flower and foliage
plant combos offer easy choices to consumers
pressed for time.

Burpee® BOOST Vegetables
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Dragon Wing® Red Begonia

Dalaya™ Pink+Rose Eye Dahlia

NEW
Can-Can® Neon Pink Calibrachoa

ON THE GO
CAREER

Keep it Simple and
High End

Stephanie is a career woman with a hectic
work life. When at home, she is usually in her
garden, where she likes to relax and entertain
family and friends. The plants she chooses
must be capable of thriving without attention
for days at a time. For her, long-blooming
perennials and easy-care annuals are the ideal
solution.

Simple and stylish: Pretty, colour-

coordinated pots with dramatic arrays of
robust bloomers will do the trick.

Serena® Angelonia

NEW
Black & Bloom Salvia
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NEW
Sombrero® Blanco Echinacea

EnduraScape™ Dark Purple Verbena

Balmy™ Purple Monarda

RECENTLY
RETIRED

Time to Try New Ideas

Marianne and Paul retired last March. Their
first project is to transform their garden into
magical place, where they can sit and read a
book, practice tai chi, enjoy lunch in the sun
and welcome their children and grandchildren
in a relaxed atmosphere. They both get
pleasure from gardening and see it as a way
to keep fit and use their creativity. Visiting the
local garden centre has become their favourite
summer outing.

Aging healthfully: Did you know that
gardening is an excellent way to stay fit and
fight stress? Get your shovels – ready, set, dig!
NEW
Crave Sunset Calibrachoa

Luna Pink Swirl Hibiscus
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Double Zahara™ Fire Zinnia

NEW
Sun Spun® Salmon Petunia

Lucky™ Flame Lantana

Master
Gardener

A True Devotee

Naturally curious, with a long-time passion for
gardening, Brigitte visits garden centres on a
regular basis. Her greatest joy is to find a new
or rare plant. Plants needing some extra TLC
are no problem for her.

Inveterate Collectors:

The new and novel are a magnet for savvy
gardeners who want to try everything.
Foxlight™ Ruby Glow Digitalis

NEW
Can-Can® Red Splash Calibrachoa
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NEW
Night Sky Petunia

Sophistica® Lime Bicolor Petunia

NEW Heirloom Marriage™
Cherokee Carbon Tomato

SPECIAL FOR MOTHER
Early spring is an exciting time,
marking the return of plant life
and warm sun to our gardens. For
Mother’s Day, no gift says ‘I love you’
like a flowering live plant. And there is
certainly no shortage of choices.

Combo MixMasters Pink Outside the Box

Planters luxuriantly filled with mixed annual
flowers will bring joy to pampered moms
all summer long. Pots of tropical plants like
dahlias, begonias and hibiscus also make
beautiful gifts due to their long-lasting,
abundant blooms. Say it with flowers... alive
and growing!
Flash Mob Redtastic Petunia

MixMasters Sunday Best
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NEW
Dalaya Pink+Yellow Eye Dahlia

NEW
Trixi® Flirtini

Breezy™ Pink Begonia
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Easy Wave® White Petunia with
Geranium, Lobelia and Euphorbia
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Easy Wave® Blue Petunia with Bidens

Cool Wave® White Pansy with
Blue Dart Juncus and Snapshot™
Mix Snapdragon

Cool Wave® White Pansy with
Wind Dancer Eragrostis, Poetry™
Blue and Lavender Pink Nemesias

Pensées
CoolPansies
Wave®
Cool Wave®
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Left to right:
Easy Wave® Burgundy Velour,
Red Velour and Berry Velour
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Set the Mood

Island-Style

Make your vacations last! Recreate
the exotic island atmosphere with
lush plants and dramatic flowers,
like those you see in the tropics.
Never has the selection of plants in
this category been better. Plant the
most imposing ones directly in your
garden, in strategic spots where
you will see them at a distance, and
reserve the patio and deck for pots
of the most dazzling bloomers.

Most of these plants are easy and
quick to grow, so your desired effect
can be achieved in a few short
weeks. As the weather grows cooler,
bring the plants inside and continue
to enjoy them all winter. Just place
them in a sunny spot and care for
them like your other houseplants.
Opt for classics prized for their
flowers, such as canna, hibiscus,
lobelia and mandevilla (syn.
Dipladenia), or try spectacularfoliage varieties, such as banana,
Rex begonia, colocasia and
caladium.

Summer Romance™
Vining Yellow Dipladenia

Tip:

Choose a container that matches the flower or
foliage colours and is large enough to accommodate the
plant’s growth for the entire summer.

Luna Rose Hibiscus
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NEW
Little Zin Hibiscus

Summer Romance™
Double Pink Mandevilla

NEW
Starship™ Deep Rose Lobelia

Burpee – favoured by
foodies
®

Eating well has never
been more popular. Not
only the recipe, but the
quality of the ingredients
is essential, so many
gourmets have taken up
gardening. This way, they
can produce rare herbs
and vegetables of varied
textures and colours that
are rich in flavour and,
most importantly, always
fresh.
Burpee – A known and
trusted brand for over
135 years.

New
Peppermint Stick Celery
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New Cherry Stuffer F1 Sweet Pepper
Exclusively Burpee!

NEW
Sunrise Bumble Bee F1
Small-Fruited Tomato

NEW
Masterpiece F1 Pea
Exclusively Burpee!

Indigo™ Ruby
Small-Fruited Tomato

In good taste!
Check out these 5 new varieties of tasty veggies that are easy to
grow and easier to eat.

For families

For health

‘Rapunzel’ tomatoes look great
on the plant and off, with up to 40
bright red, sweet and juicy cherrytomatoes per cluster. Your whole
family will love them, year after
year.

Under its bright green peel, ‘Gold
Standard’ sports a salmon-toned
flesh that delivers a killer combo
of nutrition and flavour. That’s
right, these 15-20 cm (6-8 in.)
cucumbers can produce up to 5
times the beta-carotene of regular
cucumbers!
Based on cucumbers grown under our trial
conditions, harvested when ready to eat and
peeled. Actual harvest results may vary.
BOOST Gold Standard Cucumber
A Burpee Home Gardens® Exclusive

For foodies
This elegant globe-tomato is
yellow with a good dose of healthinducing anthocyanins that turn
its shoulders a contrasting purple.
And it tastes as good as it looks,
with a pleasantly tart, slightly
acidic flavour.

Rapunzel
Cherry Tomato
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Indigo™ Fireball F1 Tomato

The HandPicked Collection

+

=

F1 SLICING CUCUMBER
Patio Snacker
F1 EGGPLANT
NEW Patio Baby

HEIRLOOM MARRIAGE:
Two heirlooms united to
create a better tomato.
.

Heirlooms improved
This 300-350 g (10.5-11.5 oz.)
slicer is a cross between 2 popular
heirlooms: ‘Costoluto Genovese’
and ’Brandywine’. It’s a prolific,
continuous fruiter that extends
BBQ season by delivering delicious
ripe tomatoes a good 3 weeks
earlier than ‘Brandywine’.

HOT PEPPER
Cajun Belle
Sweet Heat F1
La Bomba F1 Jalapeño
F1 SWEET MINI-BELL PEPPER
Cute Stuff Gold
Cute Stuff Red
SIMPLYSALAD® MULTI-SPECIES
MULTI-SEED PELLETS
Alfresco Mixture
City Garden Mixture
NEW Endless Summer Mixture
Global Gourmet Mixture
NEW Wonder Wok Mixture
BUTTERNUT SQUASH
NEW Honeynut
F1 ZUCCHINI SQUASH
Easy Pick Gold
Easy Pick Green

Heirloom Marriage™
Genuwine F1 Tomato

CHERRY TOMATO
Micro-Tom
NEW Orange Zinger F1
Topsy Tom F1
Tumbler F1
COMPACT SLICER TOMATO
Homeslice F1
HEIRLOOM MARRIAGE™ COLLECTION TOMATO
NEW Big Brandy F1
NEW Genuwine F1
NEW Perfect Flame F1
BASIL
Purple Ruffles
Sweet Dani Lemon Basil

Urban eating
improved

DILL
Fernleaf

HandPicked Vegetable Collection

SIMPLYHERBS™ SINGLE-SPECIES
MULTI-SEED PELLETS
Basil
NEW ‘Try Basil’
Dill
NEW Oregano
NEW Curled Parsley
Large-Leaf Italian Flat Leaf Parsley
NEW Rosemary
Sage
Thyme

This unprecedented collection
from PanAmerican Seed provides
a cornucopia of distinctively fresh
vegetables and herbs. These original
varieties supply exceptional quality,
rich flavour, an abundance of fruit,
and a harvest that is both earlier and
longer. But, perhaps best of all, their
compact growing habit makes them
ideal for small city plots.
Cute Stuff Gold F1
Sweet Mini-Bell Pepper
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Find all the details at
panamseed.com/HandPicked.

Spring 2016 – Flourish
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hot time!
Having a

For a while now, hot peppers have
been extremely popular, both for
their spicy hit, which opens us up
to a world of fascinating cooking,
and for the intriguing and pleasing
way most of them look in our
gardens.

Want to find out what “burning hot”
really means? Try a Bhut Jolokia,
known as a ghost pepper (over
a million on the Scoville scale).
For hot without the extreme burn:
jalapeno peppers or cayenne.
Either way, making space for a few
varieties will definitely spice-up
your life.

Bhut Jolokia Red Chili Pepper
The hottest pepper you can grow!

Gong Bao
Ethnic Hot Pepper

Giant Ristra
Chili Pepper

Spicy Slice Jalapeño Pepper

Time Bomb
Cherry Pepper
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Mosquetero
Poblano/Ancho Pepper

Crazy for

kale

Kale is all the rage, being easy to grow and extremely versatile.
While providing unrivalled nutritional value, young kale leaves are
delicious eaten raw in salads, while larger leaves work wonders
in soups and stir-fries. You can harvest the plant all summer, as
needed, right until early winter. At this time, the leaves have a
sweeter flavour.

Healthy snack

Maple walnut kale chips
•

Kale leaves, washed and with ribs removed

•

Olive oil, maple syrup, salt, chopped nuts

Preparation
Preheat oven to 300 ° F (275 ° F for convection oven).
Cut kale into strips about 3 cm wide. In a bowl, coat the strips
with a mixture of oil, maple syrup (not too much or it will stick
to your teeth!), a dash of salt and finely-chopped nuts (pecans,
walnuts or almonds, to taste). Place on a baking sheet, taking
care to spread the strips. Bake for 12 to 20 minutes, until the kale
is crisp and still green.
If the kale turns black, it is overcooked; the taste then become
somewhat bitter. Remove the crisp strips from the pan one by
one.
Kale chips will keep for about a week in an airtight container.

NEW
SimplySalad® Kale Storm Mix

Songbird Red, White and Pink
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Redbor

Snowbor

Heat and
Drought
in the Forecast

Not all plants thrive in hot, dry areas
of the garden
Summer weather varies from year to
year, but the growing conditions in your
garden do not really change. Ligularia
planted along your house in midday
sun will suffer terribly from the heat,
no matter how much you water it. For
locations that are always hot and dry,
it is best to choose plants naturally
equipped for such conditions. These
include meadow and prairie plants, such
as echinacea, coreopsis, milkweed and
different ornamental grasses.
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‘Cheyenne Spirit’ Echinacea

TIP: Some drought-tolerant plants have long,

fleshy roots that can store water found deep
underground. Others have succulent leaves and
cope with water shortages by tapping their leaf
reserves. With few exceptions, these plants do
not tolerate overwatering.
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NEW Jolt Pink Dianthus

NEW Glamour Euphorbia

Jolt™ Dianthus

Glamour Euphorbia

This carnation is an All-America Selections National
Winner, having proven its performance in all climates.
Jolt ™ is not only heat-tolerant, but it also flowers
consistently throughout the season.

Vigour and resistance

NEW
Valiant™ Burgundy Vinca
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Heat tolerance

NEW Hot Pak™ Flame
Heat-Tolerant French Marigold

Selected for its exceptional vigour, Glamour is a climbing
plant that can grow to a height of 60 cm. It also grows well in
containers, tolerates heat and drought and rebounds quickly
from inclement weather.

Heat and drought tolerance

NEW Archangel™
Orchid Pink Angelonia

Heat tolerance

NEW
SolarPower™ Red Ipomoea

Bee Friendly
Perennial Pollinators

For abundant yields of fruits and vegetables, we must
have a healthy bee population. To help our favorite
pollen-gatherers, why not open a pollen bar in your
garden? The more flowers in the vicinity to gather
pollen from, the better the bees will do. They will
happily work for you, carrying pollen from one blossom
to another on your fruit trees and in your vegetable
garden.

NEW Lavender
Bandera Purple

Many easily-grown, abundantly-blooming perennials
act as real magnets for our friends the bees. Please
yourself while making them happy, too: everyone ends
up a winner!

Tip:

Gaillardia Mesa™ Peach

Most plants loved by bees are also ideal for
hummingbird and butterfly gardens.

Phlox Flame™ Purple

NEW Echinacea
Sombrero® Baja Burgundy

Coreopsis Sunny Day
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Delphinium Diamonds Blue

Urban Farmers!
You’ll find everything
you need for gardening
and organic farming at

